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In [2], G. Ja. Lozanovskii characterized Dedekind a-complete Banach 
lattices (E, I/ . 11) for which the Banach dual E* is non-atomic (in other words, 
for which there are no non-zero realvalued Riesz homomorphisms). As an 
application of this result he proves that a Marcinkiewicz space M(V), generated 
by a concave function v/ on [0, 11, does not admit any non-zero realvalued Riesz 
homomorphisms if and only if lim,lo ~(Zt)/t+#) < 2. Similarly, any realvalued 
Riesz homomorphism on the spaces with mixed norm Lp,_ and L,,, is trivial. 
The original proof of Lozanovskii’s criterion is somewhat complicated. The 
main purpose of this note is to present a simple proof of an extension of 
Lozanovskii’s result to the class of all Banach lattices. Our proof is based on 
the simple observation that the dual space E * is non-atomic if and only if there 
are no non-trivial continuous M-seminorms on E. For the sake of simplicity, 
we only consider Banach lattices, although most of the results can be stated and 
proved for normed Riesz spaces. 
For terminology and notation concerning Riesz spaces and Banach lattices we 
refer the reader to the books [3], [4] and [5]. Let us only recall that an element 
u > 0 in the Archimedean Riesz space E is called an atom if 0 I u 5 u in E implies 
that u = CYU for some a E [R, . An Archimedean Riesz space is called non-atomic 
if it does not contain any atoms. Furthermore, it is well-known (and easy to 
*This paper was prepared when the first author was visiting the Mathematical Institute of the 
Polish Academy of Sciences, Poznan Branch. 
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show) that a non-trivial positive linear functional f on the.Banach lattice E is 
an atom in E* if and only if f is a Riesz homomorphism (i.e., If(x)/ =f(lxl) 
for all x~E). See e.g. [4], Chapter II, Proposition 4.4. 
THEOREM 1. Let (E, 11 - 11) be a Banach lattice. For an element 01x0 E E the 
folio wing statements are equivalent. 
(i) f (x0) = 0 for any Riesz homomorphism f E E *. 
(ii) ForeveryO<&EIR thereexist Olx,,...,x,EEsuch that xoSxlV*--Vx,, 
and ~IXJIE (i= l,...,n). 
PROOF. It is obvious that (ii) implies (i), so we only have to show that (i) 
implies (ii). For x E E we define 
p(x)=inf{max ll~~II:O~x~,...,x,~E,jxl~x~V...Vx,,n~n\l}. 
1sisn 
Now it is easy to verify that p: E + IR, is a seminorm with the additional 
properties that 1x1 I IyI in E impliesp(x)rp(y) andp(xvy)=max{p(x),p(y)} 
for all Orx, yeE (i.e., p is an M-seminorm on E). Indeed, let us show for 
instance that p is subadditive. Take x, y E E and suppose that 0 5x1, . . . ,x, E E 
and Osy,, . . . . y,EEare such that IxI~x,v-~~Vx,, and lyj~y~V-*-Vy,. Then 
n m ” m 
Ix+yls v xi+ v yj= v v (x;+yj), 
,=I j=l i=l J=1 
so 
Ax+y)~max llxi+Yjll smy llxill +max llYjlll 
iJ j 
from which we can conclude that p(x+ y) <p(x) +p( y). Note that p(x) 5 I/XII for 
all xeE. 
Assume that f (x0) = 0 for all Riesz homomorphisms f E E *. We have to show 
that p(xo) = 0. Let us suppose, on the contrary, that p(xo) > 0. Clearly the set 
is a norm closed ideal in E. Let fi be the quotient norm in E/Np induced by p 
(i.e., j([x]) =p(x) for all [x] E E/N,). Since b is an M-norm, it follows from 
the Kakutani theorem that (E/N,,fi) is isometrically isomorphic to a Riesz 
subspace of a C(K) space, for some compact Hausdorff space K. This implies 
that the realvalued Riesz homomorphisms separate the points of E/N,. By 
assumption 0< [x0] E E/N,, and so there exists a realvalued Riesz homomor- 
phism g on E/Np with g([xo])>O. The composition of g with the canonical 
homomorphism from E onto E/N, now yields a Riesz homomorphism f E E * 
satisfying f(xo)>O, a contradiction. By this the proof is finished. 0 
The following result is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 2. For a Banach lattice (E, Ij . 11) the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) E* is non-atomic. 
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(ii) ForanyOsxEEandeveryO<&E!? thereexistOlx,,...,x,,EEsuch 
that x5x, v . ..vx. and IlxJ~e (i=l,...,n). 
In order to obtain Lozanovskii’s criterion in Dedekind o-complete Banach 
lattices from the results above we need the following observation. 
LEMMA 3. Let E be a Dedekind a-complete Riesz space and suppose that 0 I 
<x,x,, . . . . X,EE are such that x~x,v~~~vx,,. Then there exist O<y,, . . ..y.,eE 
such that yjl\yj=O (ifj), x=yl + *a* +y, and OSy;SXi (i= 1, . . ..n). 
PROOF. It suffices to prove the lemma for n =2. Let P denote the band 
projection in E onto the principal band generated by (x-xi) + . Put y2 = Px and 
yi =x-y,. Since 
=(x2-x1)+ A(XI -x2)+ =o, 
it follows that (x-xi) + A (x - x2)+ = 0, and so P(x- x2) + = 0. This implies 
(Px - Px2)+ = 0, and hence y2 = PXS Px2 % x2. Similarly, it follows from 
(I- P)(x-xl)’ = 0 that yl = (I- P)XS (I- P)x, IX,, and the lemma is 
proved. 0 
COROLLARY 4. (Lozanovskii [2]). For a Dedekind o-complete Banach lattice 
(E, 11 - 11) the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) E* is non-atomic. 
(ii) For each 0 IX E E and all 0 < E E IR there exist 0 I x1, . . . , x, E E such that 
XiAXj=O (i#j), X=X, + a-- +x,, and jjXi/Se (i=l,...,n). 
If (E, I( . 11) is a non-atomic Banach lattice, then the band E,* of all order con- 
tinuous linear functionals in E*, is non-atomic as well. Indeed, if 0 #f E E,* is 
a Riesz homomorphism, then ker(f) is a band in E of codimension 1, which 
is impossible if E is non-atomic. In particular, if E is non-atomic with order 
continuous norm, then E* = E,* is non-atomic. We note that if E* is non- 
atomic, then E is non-atomic, but, in general, the norm in E need not be order 
continuous. For the sake of completeness we present an example. 
EXAMPLE 5. For every positive Lebesgue measurable function f on [0, l] 
define 
#(t)idt: O<hrl . 
Then Q is a function norm with the Fatou property. The Banach function 
space L, generated by Q is called the space of Korenblyum, Krein and Levin 
(see e.g. [5], section 119). It is easy to see that Q is not order continuous. We 
claim that LJ is non-atomic. 
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Indeed, take OcfeL, and fix NEN. For each no R\J U (0) let 
{A,,: k= 19% . . . ,2N} be a partition of the interval (2-“-l, 2~“1 such that 
j fdt=&- 5: fdt (k= 1, . . ..2N). 
4.X 2” ’ 
Put Ak = u,“=, A,, . If O<hrl, then 2-‘-‘chs2-” for some n, and so 
=2”+l i j fdt=$2j’fdt+(f). 
j=n AX., 0 
Hence e(fx,+)s l/N@(f) for k= 1,2, . . . . 2N, and by the results above we 
may conclude that Lt is non-atomic. 
Next we will show that if the Banach lattice (E, 11. (I) satisfies some additional 
condition, and if E* is non-atomic, then the norm is a-order continuous. For 
this purpose we recall that a Banach lattice (E, 11 . 11) is called semi-M-space if it 
follows from ul~~2zv,10 in E with lJuij/ =JJu2]J = 1, that limn__ ))v,j)~l (see 
[l] and [5], section 119). Equivalently, u,~u~ro,10 in E with ui, u220 
implies that lim,,_ co II u, ]I 5 max(llui /I, I)z+ II). A simple induction argument shows 
that the elements ui and u2 can be replaced by k positive elements ul,. . . , uk 
with j)uiI] = 1 (i= 1, . . . . k). Indeed, it is obviously sufficient to show this for k= 
=3, so suppose that u,~24~~u~20,10 in E with ul, u2, u,rO and I~u1~~=l\u2~l= 
= (Ius\] = 1. It follows from ~,vz.~~~v,A(u~vu~)~O that lim,,__ II~,A(u,vu~)]II 
rl. Fix NER\I, then for all n?N we have 
v,Iv~=v~A(U,VU2VU~)I{v~A(U,VU2)}VU~ 
and hence 
lim IIu,lI ~max(llh@@~V~2)ll, 1). 
n-.co 
Taking the limit in the right hand side of this inequality as N+ 00 we find 
lim,_m I(o,II 5 1. We note that all Orlicz spaces are semi-M-spaces. However, 
the space of Korenblyum, Krein and Levin (Example 5) is not a semi-M-space. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let the Banach lattice (E, 1. 1) be a semi-M-space with a non- 
atomic dual space. Then E has o-order continuous norm. 
PROOF. Suppose u,,lO in E. Take OCE E [R. By Corollary 2, there exist 
ocx,, . . . . X~EE such that u,IxlV.-.Vxk and llxiII~e (i=l,...,k). Hence 
os~+J...vj$ 
foralln=l,2,.... Consequently, limn _ o1 I/u, II I E, as E is a semi-M-space. This 
holds for all e>O, which shows that E has a-order continuous norm. q 
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If we assume in addition that E is Dedekind a-complete, then the above result 
can be improved into the following equivalence, the proof of which is an 
immediate consequence of the fact that any Dedekind a-complete Banach 
lattice with o-order continuous norm has order continuous norm (see [5], 
Theorem 103.9). 
COROLLARY 7. For a Dedekind a-complete Banach lattice (E, 11 . 11) the fol- 
lowing two statements are equivalent. 
(i) E * is non-atomic and E is a semi-M-space. 
(ii) E is non-atomic and has order continuous norm. 
If we do not assume that E is Dedekind a-complete, then the result of 
Corollary 7 cannot be improved. This is illustrated by the next two examples. 
EXAMPLE 8 
(i) Let E be the Banach lattice P/c, with quotient norm. Then E has cr- 
order continuous norm and E is non-atomic. However, the realvalued 
Riesz homomorphisms eparate the points of E. 
(ii) Let (F, 11. 11) be any Banach lattice (F# (0)). We denote by f”(F) the 
Banach lattice of all norm bounded sequences x= {x(n)},“_ I, x(n) E F, 
with norm JJxJJ = sup, Ilx(n)\\ . 
Furthermore, let c,(F) be the closed ideal in l”(F) consisting of all null- 
sequences in F. It is not difficult to show that the quotient space f”(F)/c,(F), 
with quotient norm, is a non-atomic Banach lattice with a-order continuous 
norm. However, no non-zero elements in I”(F)/c,(F) has absolute order 
continuous norm. The mapping @ from F into f”(F)/c,(F), which takes every 
XE F to the equivalence class of the constant sequence with all terms equal to 
x, is clearly an isometric Riesz isomorphism. Now let E be the norm closure of 
the ideal generated by G(F) in l”(F)/c,(F). Then E is a non-atomic Banach 
lattice with a-order continuous norm, but the norm is not order continuous 
(and hence E is not Dedekind a-complete). If we assume, in addition, that F* 
is non-atomic, then E* is non-atomic as well. Thus E is a Banach lattice with 
a-order continuous norm and non-atomic dual, which is not Dedekind CT- 
complete. 
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